Many decision-making queries are based on aggregating massive amounts of data, where sampling is an important approximation technique for reducing execution times. It is important to estimate error bounds when sampling to help users balance between precision and performance. However, error bound estimation is challenging because data processing pipelines often transform the input dataset in complex ways before computing the final aggregated values. In this paper, we introduce a sampling framework to support approximate computing with estimated error bounds in Spark. Our framework allows sampling to be performed at multiple arbitrary points within a sequence of transformations preceding an aggregation operation. The framework constructs a data provenance tree to maintain information about how transformations are clustering output data items to be aggregated. It then uses the tree and multistage sampling theories to compute the approximate aggregate values and corresponding error bounds. When information about output keys are available early, the framework can also use adaptive stratified reservoir sampling to avoid (or reduce) key losses in the final output and to achieve more consistent error bounds across popular and rare keys. Finally, the framework includes an algorithm to dynamically choose sampling rates to meet user-specified constraints on the CDF of error bounds in the outputs. We have implemented a prototype of our framework called ApproxSpark and used it to implement five approximate applications from different domains. Evaluation results show that ApproxSpark can (a) significantly reduce execution time if users can tolerate small amounts of uncertainties and, in many cases, loss of rare keys, and (b) automatically find sampling rates to meet user-specified constraints on error bounds. We also explore and discuss extensively tradeoffs between sampling rates, execution time, accuracy and key loss.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data-driven discovery and decision support have become critical to the missions of many business, scientific and government enterprises. At the same time, the rate of data production and collection is outpacing technology scaling, implying that significant future investment, time, and energy will be needed for data processing [1] , [2] . Approximate computing is a powerful tool to reduce these processing needs. Many data analytic applications such as data mining, log processing, and data visualization are amenable to approximation [3] . As a concrete example, suppose a company wants to know the age distribution of its customers for a particular product. In such an application, estimated counts derived from data samples may be sufficient, allowing tradeoffs between precision and processing time, energy consumption and/or cost. In this paper, we propose a framework for creating and running approximate Spark programs that use online sampling to efficiently aggregate massive amounts of data. The framework computes error bounds (i.e., confidence intervals) along with the approximate aggregate values. We focus on aggregation because many decision support tasks require aggregation queries: e.g., a study of a Microsoft SCOPE [4] data processing cluster reveals that 90% of 2,000 data mining jobs were aggregations [5] . It is also an important component in online analytical processing systems that are often used for summarizing data patterns in business intelligence [6] , [7] .
Spark is a popular data processing system that has been widely adopted in different domains [8] - [11] . Thus, embedding a general approximation framework in Spark will make approximation easily accessible to application developers in many different fields. In addition, while our work is specific to Spark, it should be portable to other similar data processing systems.
Estimating error bounds is important, especially for decision support queries, because it allows users to intelligently balance precision and performance. However, Spark programs (and data processing pipelines in general) often include multiple complex transformations of the input data before the final aggregation [12] , [13] , making it challenging to compute error bounds. Consider a Spark computation comprising a chain of transformations ending with a summation as shown in Figure 1 . If we sample data items in the resilient distributed dataset (RDD) R out immediately before the aggregation, then it is straightforward to use simple random sampling (SRS) theories to estimate the sums with error bounds [14] . However, this sampling is unlikely to reduce execution time by much since the additions saved are relatively inexpensive.
Alternatively, we can view each partition of R out as a cluster and apply cluster sampling. We can then use two-stage cluster sampling theories for estimating sums and error bounds [14] , although we would need to estimate populations in multi-key computations (see the discussion on multi-stage sampling in multi-key computations below). This can lead to much greater execution time savings since we can avoid performing all of the transformations on the dropped partitions. Unfortunately, this locks the computation into a very coarse-grained sampling process that may not be tunable to achieve the desired tradeoff between precision and performance.
A natural solution is to sample earlier, e.g., sample when creating R 1 from the input data, where we use a combination of partition and data item sampling to achieve the right balance between precision and performance. As we discuss in Section III, a key insight behind our work is that it is possible to map such a sampling process to a multi-stage sampling process on R out , and use the accompanying theories to compute the estimated aggregate values and error bounds.
As a concrete example, consider a program to count word occurrences in a text dataset, where a map parses each sentence and produces a list of (word, 1) pairs, and a subsequent flatMap breaks the lists to produce the final set of (word, 1) pairs, followed by summing the count of each unique word. In this computation, there are two levels of clustering, with each partition of the input being a cluster of sentences, and each sentence a cluster of words. Therefore, when sampling at the creation of R 1 by selecting a random subset of partitions and a random subset of sentences from each selected partition, the sampling errors need to be estimated using three-stage cluster sampling theories since the end populations are actually words rather than sentences. The population size of each word also has to be estimated from its sample size given the sampling rate over the sentences, because if a sentence is not chosen for the sample, then it is unknown whether that dropped sentence would have produced counts for a particular word.
In Section III, we first explain how sampling at multiple arbitrary points within a sequence of transformations can be mapped to a multi-stage sampling process on the output RDD. We then propose an algorithm to build a data provenance tree to maintain information about this mapping. Finally, we propose a second algorithm to extract information from the tree, estimate populations where needed, and compute the final approximate aggregate values and their error bounds. Critically, we show how to account for the imprecision introduced by population estimation. If the final keys are known early in the transformation sequence, we show how adaptive stratified reservoir sampling (ASRS) [15] can be integrated with multi-stage sampling to avoid losing rare keys, as well as balancing the sampling errors between popular and rare keys (Section IV).
We have implemented the proposed framework in a prototype system called ApproxSpark (Section V). Our framework supports a subset of common Spark transformations, including map, flatMap, mapValues, sample and filter, and aggregation operations mean and sum. When running an approximate computation, users have the flexibility to specify sampling rates or constraints on the CDF of relative error bounds for values associated with output keys-if the computation produces a single value or key-value pair, then the latter reduces to just the maximum allowable relative error bound. When the user specifies constraints for the error bound CDF, ApproxSpark will run pilot executions of several partitions and use the results to select appropriate sampling rates.
We have used ApproxSpark to implement five approximate applications from different domains, including text mining, graph analysis, and log analysis. We use the applications to evaluate ApproxSpark and explore the tradeoffs between performance and precision. Among other findings, our results show that (i) ApproxSpark can significantly reduce execution time if users can tolerate small amounts of uncertainties and, in many cases, loss of rare keys; (ii) it is possible to automatically find sampling rates to meet user-specified constraints on the CDF of error bounds in the output; (iii) partition sampling can lead to greater reduction in execution time than data item sampling, but lead to more key loss and significantly larger error bounds, especially for the rarer keys; and (iv) ASRS with multi-stage sampling avoids or reduces key loss and leads to more consistent error bounds across keys.
In summary, our contributions include: (i) to our knowledge, our work is the first to apply multi-stage sampling theories to estimate aggregate values and error bounds when sampling within arbitrarily long sequences of transformations; (ii) we introduce algorithms for maintaining provenance information during the execution of the transformations and computing the approximate aggregate values and error bounds; (iii) we show how ASRS can be combined with multi-stage sampling for some applications to reduce key loss and equalize error bounds across popular and rare keys; (iv) we explore extensively the tradeoffs between sampling rates, execution time, key loss, and error bounds; and (v) we present an algorithm for automatically choosing sampling rates to meet user-specified constraints on the CDF of error bounds for output values.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Spark. Spark introduces RDDs, which are fault-tolerant collections of data partitioned across server clusters that can be processed in parallel [16] . Spark has two types of operations: transformations and actions. A transformation is a lazy operation that produces an output RDD from an input RDD, where as an action computes non-RDD values from an input RDD, and triggers preceding transformations needed to produce the input RDD. Data items in RDDs can be key/value pairs, so that a Spark program may be running multiple computations in parallel. The word counting program in Section I is a good example. It is counting potentially many different unique words at once, computing an aggregation for each word.
Spark already contains random and stratified sampling transformations with several important limitations. First, there is no support for computing error bounds, especially across a sequence of multiple transformations. Second, stratified sampling can still lose some keys, because it adopts Bernoulli Sampling. Third, sampling is only implemented on existing RDDs, so that the entire input dataset has to be loaded before sampling can be applied.
Approximate query processing (AQP). A variety of approximation techniques have been employed by query processing systems to reduce execution time. These techniques include using random or stratified sampling to construct samples to provide bounded errors [5] , [17] - [22] or online aggregation to sample data and produce a result within a timebound [23] , [24] . BlinkDB [21] maintains a set of offlinegenerated stratified samples by using an error-latency profile based on past queries. Sapprox [22] collects the occurrences of sub-datasets in offline preprocessing and uses them to drive online sampling. Many AQP systems use offline processing under the assumption that data will be used repeatedly. Online sampling is an efficient approximation method when the large dataset (e.g., logs) will be used only once or a few times [25] .
Online sampling. ApproxHadoop [25] introduces approximation to the MapReduce paradigm [26] . It uses multistage sampling to trade off precision and performance similar to ApproxSpark (we discuss differences below). Users can specify sampling rates or a target maximum relative error. StreamApprox [27] approximates stream processing workloads based on Spark Streaming [28] . MaRSOS [19] is related to ApproxHadoop but proposes a stratified sampling algorithm to avoid losing keys and balance error bounds for popular and rare keys. Compared to MaRSOS, ApproxSpark's implementation of stratified sampling using ASRS avoids the overheads of coordination between parallel tasks while still being able to balance error bounds.
Comparison with ApproxHadoop. While ApproxSpark and ApproxHadoop both use multi-stage sampling, there are important differences. First, ApproxSpark generalizes multi-stage sampling to handle sequences of transformations with arbitrary lengths, allowing sampling anywhere within the sequences, whereas ApproxHadoop is limited to using two-and threestage sampling to handle a single map phase in MapReduce computations. Second, ApproxHadoop also relies on population estimation but does not account for the added uncertainties; ApproxSpark does. ApproxSpark implements ASRS to avoid losing keys and balance error bounds when output keys are known early in the computation. Finally, in this paper, we explore the rich space of tradeoffs between sampling rates, execution times, error bound distributions across all output keys, and loss of rare keys far beyond what was considered in the ApproxHadoop study [25] .
III. MULTI-STAGE SAMPLING IN SPARK
Suppose we have a simple Spark program that reads a set of values into an RDD R in and sums the values. We can reduce the execution time of this computation by (1) reading only a randomly selected subset of input partitions, (2) loading a randomly selected subset of data items from each selected partition into R in , and (3) computing an estimated sumτ and its varianceV, which is needed for computing confidence intervals aroundτ , using two-stage cluster sampling theories as follows [14] :τ
where N is the total number of partitions in the input data set, n is the number of selected partitions, M i is the total number of values in partition i of the input data set, m i is the number of values selected from partition i and loaded into R in , v ij is the j th value from partition i in R in , S 2 i is the intra-cluster variance for partition i, and S 2 u is the inter-cluster variance. Note that N and M i 's are attributes of the input data set, while n and m i 's are attributes of the sample. S 2 u and S 2 i are both computed using the sample. Now consider a program where R in is transformed by a sequence of transformation T 0 , T 1 , ..., T n to produce R out , which is then summed. If each transformation T i is a one-toone mapping of an input value to a single output value (e.g., a map operation), such that R in , R out and all intermediate RDDs contain the same number of data items, then it is possible to sample the input data when creating R in in the same manner as above and still use the estimators given in Equations 1 and 2. Sampling the input data is exactly equivalent to sampling the R out that would have been produced by processing the entire input dataset.
Spark, however, includes transformations that map input items to output items in more complex ways than one-to-one. As already mentioned, this complexity makes it much more challenging to compute error bounds when sampling early within a Spark computation. In the remainder of this section, we first show how generalized multi-stage sampling theories can be used when sampling at multiple different points within a Spark program. We then describe two algorithms necessary to track the multi-level clustering of data items in R out as the input data is transformed, and to use the tracking information to estimate the aggregate values and error bounds. We discuss summation, but the discussion is equally applicable to average.
A. Multi-stage Sampling
Consider the Spark program and its execution as shown in Figure 2 . The flatMap transformation can generate multiple output items for each input item, corresponding to a one-tomany mapping. An example is the generation of the two data items c 2 :e 3 and c 2 :e 4 in R 2 from the single data item c 2 from R 1 . In this case, when sampling, selecting an input data item to load into R 1 is equivalent to selecting a cluster of items from R 2 , and selecting a partition from the input data set is equivalent to selecting a cluster of clusters from R 2 . This corresponds to a three-stage sampling process. In fact, general multi-stage sampling and population estimation can be used to handle Spark programs comprised of a subset of common transformations for both single-and multi-key computations.
Below, we generalize the two-stage sampling equations (Eq (1) and (2)) into recurrences for multi-stage sampling Fig. 2 : HDFS blocks and input data items are sampled when read into RDD R 1 . Block B 2 not shown has been dropped. Gray boxes are dropped data items. In R 2 , c i : e j means data item j is generated from the data item i in the input partition.
with estimated sum and variance. We use I k = i 0 , i 1 , ..., i k to denote the index of a specific cluster at level k. Note that in a multi-key computation, a sample is chosen for each key, so we will need to estimate the sum and variance for each key.
Sum estimation. We estimate the sum of a multi-stage sample with d sampling stages using the following recurrence:
whereτ I k is the estimated sum of cluster I k (at level k), N I k is the total number of sub-clusters of cluster I k , n I k is the number of sub-clusters chosen from cluster I k , I k , j is the index i 0 , i 1 , ..., i k , j such thatτ I k ,j is the estimated sum of a sub-cluster of cluster I k , and v I k is the value in the sample (at the last level k = d) with index I k . The 0 th stage contains just one cluster comprising the entire population, soτ 0 is then the overall estimated sum.
Variance estimation. Similarly, we estimate the variance using the recurrence:
whereV (τ I k ) is the variance ofτ I k , S 2 u,I k is the inter-cluster variance of the sub-clusters of cluster I k , M I k is the total number of values in cluster I k , m I k is the number of values from cluster I k in the sample, and S 2 i,I k is the intra-cluster variance of cluster I k . V (τ 0 ) is then the overall estimated variance.
Confidence interval. Given the above estimated sum and variance, we compute the confidence interval as:τ 0 ± , where 
Transformation
Functionality
Applies f to each input data item, producing one output data item.
flatMap(f)
Applies f to each input data item, producing possibly multiple output data items.
mapValues(f)
Applies f to the value of each input key/value pair, producing one output key/value pair.
filter(p)
Outputs each input data item that satisfies the predicate p.
sample(r)
Samples from the input RDD using sampling rate r and outputs the sample. 
is the critical value under the Student's t distribution at the desired level of confidence α, and n is the degree of freedom (i.e., the number of chosen clusters at level 1) [14] .
B. Data Provenance Tree
We now show how a data provenance tree can be constructed to capture the multi-level (multi-stage) clustering of items in the output RDD resulting from sampling while executing a transformation chain. We show how a provenance tree can be used to compute Equations (3) and (4) in the next subsection. Note that a tree is constructed in parallel, with subtrees being constructed on servers processing RDD partitions. Figure 3 shows the data provenance tree corresponding to the sampling and execution shown in Figure 2 .
Overview. A provenance tree starts with a root node that represents the top level clustering of all data items in the output RDD. Then, a level is added to the tree whenever a transformation leads to a new clustering level; e.g., the execution of a flatMap may add a level to the tree since it corresponds to a one-to-many mapping of input to output data items, whereas the execution of a map will not.
Nodes at each level of the tree represent sampling units at the corresponding clustering level. Internal nodes correspond to clusters, while leaves correspond to data items in the output RDD. Each leaf node contains the corresponding value (or key/value pair) in the output RDD. Each internal node stores intermediate values in support of computing the recurrences in Equations 3) and (4 (which are not computed until after the entire tree has been built). An edge relates each subcluster/data item to its parent cluster. Table I shows the subset of Spark transformations that our framework and ApproxSpark currently handle.
Tree building. We introduce Algorithm 1 for building data provenance trees. Table II describes the subroutines that are not explicitly defined. We assume that input partitions and data items are sampled when input data is being loaded, so a provenance tree will always have at least three levels: the root (level 0), the first level of clustering defined by sampling of the RDD partitions, and the selected data items from the chosen partitions. Lines 1 to 9 comprise the main routine, taking as input a transformation chain {T }, partition sampling rate pRate, and input data item sampling rate iRate. Lines 2 to 6 are executed sequentially, creating the root node, then sampling the input partitions with rate pRate and adding the sampled partitions ({P }) to the tree as children of the root. We use variable rate k to keep track of the sampling rate at every tree level. Line 8 is the parallel execution of the buildSubtree routine for each partition in {P }, which builds a sub-tree rooted at each node in level 1 as each transformation executes.
Lines 11 to 13 add the sampled input data items in each partition to the tree. In order to do that, a new node is created for each selected data item in {DI} and those nodes are inserted in a new level. The rest of the algorithm updates the tree based on the semantics of each transformation T i in T . If T i is sample, it replaces the nodes in the last tree level with a set of nodes {node} generated by sampling the previous level, then updates rate k by multiplying it with the sampling rate. If T i is flatMap and there is a sampling operation before it, a new level is added because sampling data items before applying flatMap is equivalent to selecting groups of data items generated from this flatMap, thus adding a new level of clustering. In other cases, the last level's nodes will be replaced by the new set of nodes {node} without adding a new level. Note that replacing nodes will also maintain the appropriate parent/child relationships.
Multi-key computation. A transformation can produce multiple keys, and a transformation chain can lead to multiple aggregations over different keys in the output RDD. However, only each final output key, rather than intermediate keys, defines an independent Spark computation. Since we are only interested in the estimator and error bounds of the final output RDD, the multi-level clustering in the final sample would only be determined by the leaf nodes with the same key. Therefore in the provenance tree building process, the intermediate key spaces need not to be explicitly reflected in the internal nodes. The presence of multiple keys also introduces the need of population estimation which can be handled by the theory introduced earlier.
Limitations. We assume sample and filter will not eliminate all the data items from a particular partition, so that the number of partitions stay the same after loading the input data. We do not consider filter's effect over the sampling error; specifically we do not account for its impact over the variance and how it is propagated through clusters to the final error bound. It is because filter deterministically eliminates some data items based on its predicate, instead of randomly selecting data items where the sample sum and variance would follow a certain distribution. We leave exploring the impact of filter over error bounds as a future work.
C. Tree traversal-based statistics computation
Equations (3) and (4) can be computed by traversing the provenance tree built using Algorithm 1. The tree is traversed level by level starting from the leaves, and the estimated sum/variance for each cluster represented by an internal node are computed incrementally using information stored in the node's children. We introduce Algorithm 2 for this computation. Lines 3 to 7 compute in parallel each partition's statistics by calling the subroutine ComputeNodeI, which computes Equations (3) and (4) ComputeNodeI (root, 0, d); 9 return ConfidenceInterval(root.τ , root.V ); 10 We illustrate the computation process by using the tree in Figure 3 representing three-stage cluster sampling as an example. We begin at the level where k = 2, where we first compute the intra-variance of c 2 formed by c 2 : e 3 and c 2 : e 4 using the subroutine ComputeNodeI shown in Algorithm 2. After computing other clusters (c 3 , c 4 and c 5 ) in the same level, we decrement k to 1 and move to second level nodes. Computing statistics (e.g., estimated sum, intra/inter-cluster variance) for P 1 depends on c 2 and c 3 's statistics (same for P 3 ), which has already been computed in the previous level. Finally, the sum/variance at the root comprising P 1 and P 3 can be computed using ComputeNodeI.
D. Per-key population estimation
A Spark transformation can generate multiple keys, thus sampling before a transformation is equivalent of sampling a mixed-key population where sub-population size of each key is unknown. It is because sampling occurs before the transformation that actually generates a key. However, each sub-population size is needed because variance computation applies to each output key. Since we adopt Bernoulli sampling to at each cluster level, we model estimated population size of a cluster at each sampling stage as a negative binomial distribution parameterized by sample size and sampling rate i.e.N I k ∼ NB(n I k , p), whereN I k is the population size, n I k is the sample size and p is the sampling rate applied for the sub-clusters. n I k at the current stage is equivalent to the estimated population size of the next stage (N I k ), p, n I k and N I k corresponds to the success rate, number of successes and the number of trials in a binomial distribution. The unbiased estimatorN I k is nI k p . The same logic also applies to the last sampling stage where the value of M I k needs to be estimated. The uncertainty coupled with estimating N I k and M I k , must be included in computing the variances in Eq (4) since their estimators affects the variance. We have detailed derivation on incorporating it into the variance computation in the Appendix of our technical report [29] .
IV. STRATIFIED RESERVOIR SAMPLING
An inherent limitation of multi-stage sampling is that some rare output keys may either be lost or have large error bounds. We leverage a one-pass sampling algorithm Adaptive Stratified Reservoir Sampling (ASRS) [15] to address the rare key issues. ASRS combines stratified and reservoir sampling [14] , [30] , and uses power allocation [31] to divide the total sample size among different strata proportionally to each stratum's running sampling error. ASRS dynamically increases the sampling rates of rare keys to compensate for their larger sampling errors and decreases sampling rates on popular keys [15] .
ASRS with partition sampling. ASRS has a larger overhead compared to simple random sampling. In order to achieve balance among output key retaining, balanced error bound distributions and the overall execution time, we sample RDD partitions at the input and apply ASRS over the their elements, so that in the chosen RDD partitions, sampling errors among popular and rare keys are more even and rare keys are better retained. Partition sampling at the input may have significant execution time saving since it reduces I/O time. We can estimate the result and the error bound using standard multistage sampling theory using Eq (3) and (4), because an ASRS sample is very close to a simple random sample [15] .
Limitations. ASRS stratifies the sample by output keys, thus it cannot be applied unless the output keys are available. However, sampling right before aggregation will not save execution time since aggregation is relatively cheap. Therefore our solution is to apply ASRS over an intermediate RDD, which would make ASRS suitable for applications where an output key's occurrence is proportional to an intermediate key. 
V. APPROXSPARK IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented our approximation framework by modifying and extending the original Spark system. We extend the Spark executor implementation to maintain our data provenance tree. We also extend Spark's StatCounter class to store intra and inter-cluster variances, sample sizes, sampling rates, etc. ApproxSpark offers two methods for the user to set the degree of approximation, either by specifying the sampling rates or error bound targets. In addition to setting specified sampling rates, the user is also able to set target error bounds at different percentiles on the error bound CDF of all keys. For example, the user may specify that the 10 th percentile of the error bound is at most 0.1, the 50 th percentile at 0.3, the 90 th percentile at most 0.6.
A. User-specified sampling rates
Multi-stage sampling. We modify the partition loading and computation mechanisms in Spark's HadoopRDD class to support partition/input data item sampling when data is being loaded into an RDD. Subsequent RDDs' data items can be sampled using the original sample function from Spark API. We extend the implementations of the transformations shown in Table I in the RDD class to support the data provenance building algorithm shown in Algorithm 1. For example, flatMap not only tags a group of data items generated from the same data item i in the parent RDD with a cluster id c i , it also implements the provenance tree building logic. ApproxSpark provides the user with a new RDD transformation aggregateByKeyMultiStage, for aggregations when multistage sampling is used. It is similar to RDD's original aggregateByKey but has added error bound computation mechanisms.
Error bound estimation. The error computation process is shown in Figure 4 . As introduced in Algorithm 1, the first two levels of the provenance tree are sequentially built by the Spark driver program. Then every subtree rooted at each partition node are built by each parallel task in the transformation phase, maintained by a coordinator in each Spark executor. In the action phase, an RDD partition is first locally aggregated by each Spark executor before sending them to reducers across the network for final aggregation. In the local aggregation phase, the subtree of each partition is traversed to compute each partition's statistics. Then in the final aggregation, the statistics of each partition are sent to the reduces for computing the inter-cluster variance among the RDD partitions and the final confidence interval. As transformations T 1 → T n execute in parallel on every partition in the transformation phase, the subtree for every partition of the provenance tree is built; in the action phase, partitions are first locally aggregated to compute each partition's statistics, then sent to the reducers across network for the final error bound computation.
Stratified reservoir sampling. We modify ASRS for Spark's distributed environment by dividing the total reservoir size, taken as a user input, evenly among RDD partitions. Each partition is then sampled using ASRS independently without coordination among them. We implement ASRS as a transformation that produces another RDD containing the resulting sample with balanced sampling errors among popular and rare keys. ASRS changes the sampling rate by changing the size of the portion of the reservoir allocated for a particular key. On the other hand, ASRS shrinks the size allocated to each existing key as it discovers more keys in the partition, where the initial reservoir size for the new key is set as the average of the sizes for existing keys. The benefit of implementing ASRS as a transformation is that the resulting RDD can be cached in memory for reuse. We provide ASRSSample for the user to sample an RDD using ASRS and aggregateByKeyStratified for the aggregation with error bound computation, both implemented as RDD transformations.
B. User-specified target error bounds
We propose a greedy algorithm to search for a sampling rate combination leading to a potentially tight error bound CDF constrained by the target errors, while aiming to significantly reduce execution time. Initially, partition and data item sampling rates are both initialized as 1.0. The algorithm includes two phases. 1) In the first phase, a wave of pilot tasks are executed and the partially aggregated results from these tasks are sent back to the driver program, where the number of data items M and inter/intra cluster variances for each key are computed. It uses a Spark's job submission mode that returns the partially aggregated partitions to the driver instead of sending them for shuffling. 2) In the second phase, the algorithm uses statistics gathered in the first phase to predict error bounds: it first lowers partition sampling rate for potentially maximum execution time reduction until it would violate any error bound target, then it searches for an appropriate input data item sampling rate, before the predicted error CDF would violate any of the user-specified targets. When predicting errors for keys that are not encountered in the first phase, the algorithm just uses the average of the statistics for the keys obtained in the first phase. When the predicted error distribution meets all the error targets with the lowest possible sampling rates, the algorithm proceeds to the second phase and uses them for the remaining Spark tasks. Figure 5 shows the architecture of user setting error bounds. The algorithm exploits a property that partition sampling may incur more sampling error [14] , but reduces more execution time compared with data item sampling. Our algorithm follows a principle in online aggregation -minimum time to accuracy [23] , i.e. minimizing the time to achieve a useful estimated value. However, online aggregation typically outputs a running confidence interval for a single estimator as data is being aggregated in a random order, whereas ApproxSpark applies multi-stage sampling over the data and outputs the error bounds for multiple keys at the end of execution.
Limitations. The algorithm assumes the keys are distributed evenly and the pilot partitions are representative of the entire dataset. However, when keys are not distributed evenly, the pilot wave is not able to accurately estimate the parameters. The error bound computation in our implementation has only considered two-stage sampling, while in theory, user can insert multiple sampling operations along the chain and achieve the target error bounds. We leave this more complicated case as future work.
VI. EVALUATION
We evaluate ApproxSpark using five real world applications from different application domains (see Table III ). We begin by briefly describing the applications. We then use them to extensively explore the tradeoff space between sampling and precision. Finally, we explore ApproxSpark's ability to find appropriate sampling rates for user specified target error bound constraints.
Experimental environment. All experiments are run on a cluster of four servers. Each server is equipped with a 2.5GHZ Intel Xeon CPU with 12 cores, 256GB of RAM, and a SATA hard disk. The cluster is interconnected with 1Gbps Ethernet. All servers run Linux 3.10.0. ApproxSpark is implemented on top of Spark version 1.6.1 and is configured with 16 executors, each of which runs up to 6 tasks, so that each server has 4 executors, running up to 24 tasks.
A. Applications
Word Co-occurrence (Co-occur). Co-occurrence is a common text mining application that computes the frequencies of pairs of words [32] . In this study, the application counts co-occurrences of topic tags in the MEDLINE database [33] , containing more than 20M citation records of publications in life sciences. Each citation record contains a set of topic tags, listing the major topics relevant to the publication. The application first reads the input data into an RDD, and then performs a map to extract the list of major topic tags from each citation record. It then performs a flatMap to generate key-value pairs ((co-occurring tag pair), 1). Finally, it sums and outputs the count of each co-occurring tag pairs.
Vehicular Average Speed Analysis (Speed). This application analyzes the average speed of vehicles moving in a geographical area each hour at three different granularities: around a point-of-interest (POI) (e.g., a restaurant), on a road segment, and within a region. An analysis of vehicular traces is useful for monitoring urban traffic, predicting passenger demand, recommending taxi routes, etc. [34] . We analyze a taxi GPS dataset containing status records collected every 30 seconds from 14,000 taxis operating in Shenzhen, China, over one week [35] . Each record contains information about a taxi, including a timestamp and the taxi's GPS location and speed. The dataset has ∼291M records that covers an area of ∼790 square miles divided into 491 regions, containing ∼569k POIs and ∼198k road segments. Each POI is assigned to a road segment and each road segment belongs to a region. The application reads the input data into an RDD, and then performs three transformations using metadata and three actions. The three transformations are three map operations that: Twitter Hashtags Sentiment Analysis (Twitter). Sentiment analysis computes quantitatively whether a piece of text is positive, negative or neutral using natural language processing (NLP) techniques [36] . In this study, the application computes the average sentiment for each unique hashtag in the Tweets2011 Twitter dataset from TREC 2011 [37], using the Stanford CoreNLP library [38] . This dataset contains ∼16M tweets sampled over 17 days in early 2011. The application first reads the input data into an RDD, and then performs a map to compute a score in the interval [0, 5] with 0 being very negative, 3 being neutral, and 5 being very positive for each tweet. It then performs a flatMap to extract all hashtags from each tweet and associates each with the sentiment score for the tweet. Finally, it computes and outputs the average sentiment for each hashtag.
WikiPageRank (PageRank). This application counts the number of articles that link to each article in a set, emulating one of the main processing components of PageRank [39] . We use the Wikipedia data snapshot from 2016 with ∼5M articles [40] . The application first loads the data into an RDD, then applies a map to parse the XML, generating a list of outbound links for each article. It next performs a flatMap to generate pairs of (destination article, 1). Finally, it sums and outputs the count for each destination article.
WikiClickstream (Clickstream). Clickstream analysis can be used to generate a weighted network of linked articles showing the probability of users navigating from one article to another. We use a Wikipedia clickstream dataset from 2016 [41] containing ∼149M tuples of (source, destination, count), where count is the number of times that a user has visited the destination page from the source page. The application computes the total count for each unique (source, destination) pair. Specifically, it reads the input data into an RDD, performs a map to generate a key-value pair for each entry, and then sums and outputs the total count for each unique (source, destination) pair.
B. Results for multi-stage sampling
We explore the performance and accuracy of multi-stage sampling using four of the above applications: Co-occur, Twitter, WikiPageRank, and WikiClickstream. In most experiments, we sample the input data as it is read into the first RDD because this will lead to the highest speedups. However, we also explore sampling from RDDs later in the applications' transformation chains to explore the trade-off between performance and accuracy of such scenarios.
Execution times. Figure 6 plots the execution times for two of the applications, Co-occur, WikiPageRank at different partition and data item sampling rates. Consistent with previous results from [25] , we observe that (a) multi-stage sampling significantly reduces execution times, and (b) partition sampling can lead to larger execution time savings than data item sampling. The latter is because dropping a partition eliminates overheads such as I/O time for reading the blocks, the creation of an RDD partition in memory, etc., whereas data item sampling still requires some processing for each partition. The sampling framework imposes some overheads; i.e., execution time for the (100% (partition sampling), 100% (data item sampling)) case is somewhat greater than that of the precise version, ran on unmodified Spark.
Fraction of keys in output. As already mentioned, multistage sampling can result in loss of keys in the output for jobs that produce more than one key. Figure 7 plots the fractions of keys present in the output at different sampling rates for the same three applications, normalized against the total number of keys produced in the precise executions. Figure 8 shows the occurrence frequencies of lost keys in the input RDD of the final aggregation action in a precise execution, normalized against the total number of data items in the RDD. We observe that significant fractions of keys can be lost, especially at higher partitioning sampling rates. For example, sampling rates of (75%, 60%) for Co-occur reduce execution time by 40% at the expense of losing 25% of the keys produced by the precise execution. However, Figure 8 shows that only rare keys are lost. For example, for the same (75%, 60%) sampling rates in Co-occur, the most frequently appearing key that was lost accounted for only a very small fraction 0.85 × 10 −4 of the total number of data items in the input RDD of the final aggregation action, while 90% of the lost keys each accounted for less than or equal to 0.08 × 10 −4 of the total number of data items in the RDD. The lost keys are even more rare in the WikiPageRank and WikiClickstream applications, where the occurrences of each lost key accounting for 10 −7 of the total number of data items.
Effect of sampling rates on error bounds. Figure 9 plots the CDFs of the estimated error bounds computed as vapprox , which are the ratios of sampling error to estimated value, for all keys with 95% confidence for Co-occur. Each graph in the figure plots CDFs for several different partition sampling rates while keeping data item sampling rate fixed. We observe that, as pointed out in [19] , multi-stage sampling without considering keys in the final output over-samples popular keys and under-samples rare keys, leading to uneven relative error bounds. This can lead to large relative error bounds in the tails of the relative error bounds CDFs. We observe that even relatively high partition sampling rates (e.g., 75% -green curve in Figure 9 (a)) can significantly impact error bounds for more rare keys (pushing the CDF curve for >60% to the right) while not affecting the frequently appearing keys much (the CDF curve does not change much for <60%). Interestingly, a 75% partition sampling rate affects error bounds less or comparable to a 75% data item sampling rate (red curve in Figure 9 (b)) for up to 60% of the keys, but the tail is significantly worse for partition sampling. We believe this is caused by the clustering of data items with the same keys within partitions. As either or both sampling rates decrease, the entire error bound CDF shifts to the right (larger error bounds). However, the observation that partition sampling affects the tail of error bounds CDF much more strongly than data item sampling remains consistent throughout. Figure 10 shows the error bound CDFs when the partition sampling rates are fixed with varying data item sampling rates, the tails of the error bound CDFs are similar under the same partition sampling rates. This points to a fundamental tradeoff: partition sampling can reduce execution time over data item sampling, but trades off higher error bounds for the rarer keys to do so. Figure 11 shows that the 95% relative error CDFs can exhibit trade-offs with different combinations of partition and data item sampling rates. In each subgraph, the sampling rates are chosen so that they have similar execution time as in Figure 6 (a). We can see that their error CDFs intersect, with the error CDFs from lower partition sampling rates having worse tails. It shows that different partition and data item sampling rates combinations can achieve similar execution time, but different error bound distributions. For example in Figure 11 (a), (100%-60%) has better smaller errors after the 62 th percentile, but performs worse on frequent keys that have smaller errors. It is because (100%-75%) processes more data than (100%-60%), so the frequent keys result in smaller errors but the rarer keys have worse error due to partition dropping.
Comparison with relative error. Figure 12 plots the distributions of estimated error bounds, versus the relative error against ground truth -|1 −v v |. We can see that ApproxSpark's error estimation is constantly lower than the actual relative error. We can also see that the estimation is more accurate at lower percentiles and less so at higher percentiles. It is because the popular keys usually provides more statistical information to the error estimation process than rare keys. Sources of uncertainty. As previously explained, uncertainties (leading to estimated error bounds) can arise from the sampling as well as population estimations. Table IV shows the percentages of the error bounds, averaged across all keys in the output, attributable to each of four sources for Cooccurence. We observe that the inter-cluster variance from partition sampling accounts for by far the largest portion of the estimated error bounds, which is consistent with [14] . The intra-cluster variance from data item sampling accounts for the next largest portion, while population estimations for number of partitions, the number of groups of co-occurred words, within each partition for each key, account for only small portions of the error bounds.
Summary. Putting together the observations made above, we conclude that multi-stage sampling works well to significantly reduce execution time while introducing small to modest relative errors, as long as the loss of rare keys are acceptable. Further, data item sampling would typically be preferable to partition sampling because it gives more consistent error bounds across keys. To more clearly support this conclusion, Table V presents data for two sets of sampling rates for Co-occur, {(100%, 60%), (75%, 100%)} and {(100%, 30%), (75%, 75%), (50%, 100%)}, where members within each set have similar execution times. As the partition sampling rate increases, the tail of the error bounds CDF worsen significantly. The trend is less clear for lost keys; however, high partition sampling rates (e.g., 50%) can clearly lead to significantly increased number of lost keys. Looking at Figure 6 (a), this implies that partition sampling rates of 50% and 75% are not as useful since similar performance is achievable with (100%, x%) sampling rates. On the other hand, execution time can be reduced using a partition sampling rate of 25% if one is willing to tolerate the accompanying key loss and increased error bounds.
C. Results for stratified sampling using ASRS
In the Speed application, we explored both stratified sampling using ASRS with power allocation technique, and simple random sampling (SRS) on the data items in POI RDD. In addition, partition sampling is also applied when reading the input data. When stratified sampling is performed over the data items in the POI RDD, it also creates stratification effect for both road segment and region RDDs since each POI maps to a road segment, which in turn maps to a region. We use power allocation techniques to balance the sampling errors at each strata in the POI RDD when stratified sampling is applied.
Execution times. We have observed that aggregating the street and region RDD both have run time reduction as the sampling rate on the POI RDD lowers, whether stratified sampling or SRS is performed. However, we do see that stratified sampling using ASRS has much higher overhead than the SRS since it needs to perform stratification and power allocation steps over the key space.
Confidence interval. Figure 13 plots the estimated values with error bars of the average speed at the region level. The precise result is plotted in the dashed black curves, estimated value in green curve and 95 % confidence intervals as red error bars. Usually higher average speed is observed in regions that are away from city centers and at hours that are early in the morning or late night, as a result these points come with lower taxi densities, i.e., fewer samples which also tend to cluster over a few partitions. These points would have larger error bars without balancing the sample sizes among popular and rare keys, as shown in the Figure 13(a) and (c), whereas stratified reservoir sampling coupled with power allocation technique increases the sampling rates of these rare keys, resulting in smaller error bars for them. However, we do observe that the popular keys have shorter error bars under SRS compared to stratified, it is because the popular keys have a much larger representation in the sample than the rare keys.
Fraction of keys shown in the output. In Figure 14 , we see that the stratified sampling constantly loses less keys than SRS at same sampling rate. In Figure 14 (b), we see that when partition sampling rate is set, stratified sampling can preserve the number of output keys without being affected by the sampling rate over the data item shown in (a). This shows that stratified reservoir sampling is much better at preserving output keys in the result.
Summary. ASRS can not only achieves a balanced error distribution among popular and rare keys, it also loses much fewer output keys, consistent throughout varying sampling rates over the data items. However, ASRS has a higher sampling overhead than SRS which is reflected in the execution times.
D. Results for user-specified error targets
We now demonstrate ApproxSpark's capability in allowing users to set error bounds target at different percentiles over the relative error distribution. The red dots in Figure 15 show the target error bounds at 20 th , 50 th , 90 th , 100 th percentiles; the blue curves show the resulting CDF achieved by ApproxSpark, setting both partition and data item sampling step sizes to be 0.1%. We can see that the CDFs are bounded by the targets set by the user. Figure 15(a) is the error distribution for average Taxi speed with 50% partition, and 80% data item sampling rates at the POI RDD. Figure 15(b) is the error distribution for WikiClickstream aggregation result with 40% partition and 60% data item sampling rates. We randomly select 10% of the RDD partitions to be executed in the pilot wave. This approximation mode incurs more overhead compared with setting the sampling rates that satisfy the user-specified error targets. We have observed that the pilot wave causes about 20% and 25% extra execution time respectively in the two applications compared with setting the sampling rates directly.
VII. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have proposed a sampling-based framework that supports approximate data processing with estimated error bounds in Spark. The framework includes algorithms that track clustering of data items to be aggregated as the input data is sampled and transformed and use multi-stage sampling theories to estimate output aggregate values and corresponding error bounds. We have implemented our framework in a prototype system called ApproxSpark. We used ApproxSpark to implement five approximate applications from different application domains. Experiments with these applications show that ApproxSpark can effectively allow users to tradeoff precision for significantly reduced execution time, although in many cases, it must be acceptable to lose some output keys. We also used the applications to explore and discuss extensively tradeoffs between sampling rates, execution time, precision and key loss. Based on our experience and results, we conclude that frameworks such as the one we propose here can make efficient and controlled approximation more easily accessible to Spark programmers, as well as data processing systems similar to Spark.
